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Getting started

Indications:

Wear the earphones and press the power button. 
You’ll hear: “Power on” 

Indications: Flashing red
Searching for device Device found

You’ll hear: “Connected”  

Flashing blue

Voice Selector Converse and the earphones come paired, so turn them on and enjoy the conversation

Power
button

Power
button

Turn on the earphones1

Turn on Voice Selector Converse
Press the power button
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Searching for paired earphones Ready for useBattery level



Live conversation modes
The device switches seamlessly between Table and Remote mic modes according to its position

Table mic
Voice Selector Converse scans the open directions and picks out the dominant speaker automatically 

Device orientation: open segments face the group, blocked segments face you

Bright 
Auto-selected direction

Dim
Open directions

Dark
Blocked directions

Tap the center 
to reset directions

Tap any segment to 
open or block directions 

Tap and hold any segment 
to select a single direction

Remote mic
Let your conversation partner wear Voice Selector Converse for optimal clarity in situations like 
walking, driving or cooking

YouConversation
partner

Slide the bead to adjust 
the lanyard length

Attach Voice Selector Converse 
to the magnetic hanger
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Use the Micro-USB cable to charge your Voice Selector Converse and the earphones

Volume adjustment

Charging both devices

For optimal performance, set volume level so voices sound natural. 
High volume may amplify undesired voices and background noise.

Warning: continued use at a high volume, may result in permanent 
damage to your hearing without any noticeable discomfort
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Earphone fitting
Choose the most comfortable fit for your ears.
A good seal will reduce outside noise and improve speech understanding.

To remove tip, pull firmly 
To attach tip, push until it clicks

Small 

Medium 

Large

Nuance Hearing app
Download the app to unlock additional features

Take a hearing test 
to create a personal 
hearing profile 

Use the app as 
a remote control 
for the device
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Use my hearing profile
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Personal sound

Scan the QR code



Open the Bluetooth settings of the device you’d like to pair with

Select the name of your earphones: BEP240C
You’ll hear: “Pairing successful, connected” 

Pair with smart TV, smartphone or PC

Remove the silicone case from the device

Long-press the Bluetooth button until it enters pairing mode

Re-pair with Voice Selector Converse
Only when the pairing is lost

2 A

2 B

Bluetooth
button

Indications: Flashing red and blue
Searching for a new 
device to pair with

Pairing
complete

Blue

Press the power button to 
turn off the earphones. 
You’ll hear: “Power off” 

Wear the earphones and 
long-press the power button. 
You’ll hear: “Power on... Pairing” 

Power
button

Earphones Bluetooth pairing
To pair the earphones to any Bluetooth device or with Voice Selector Converse, follow these steps:

Set the earphones in pairing mode1

Indications: Pairing mode Pairing completeNo paired earphones
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Safety Instructions

How to use the device

Voice Selector Converse including wireless earphones is a unique assistive listening device, reducing ambient 
noise and focusing audio in the selected direction.

Storage and operation temperatures should be between 10° and 45°C, and humidity 10% to 95%.

According to the regulations, we are required to explain the following warnings:

Warning: Prolonged listening at high volume is not recommended and may cause irreversible damage 
to your hearing

Warning: Use of accessories, components, or spare parts not supplied by Nuance Hearing may impact 
use and void the warranty

The battery in Voice Selector Converse and in the wireless earphones are not replaceable and should not 
be replaced

If you use other medical devices or wear implantable medical devices such as defibrillators or 
pacemakers and are concerned that your Voice Selector Converse might cause interference with your 
medical device, please contact your physician or the manufacturer of your medical device for 
information about the risk of disturbance. 

Standards and regulations 

Voice Selector Converse and wireless earphones meet the strictest international standards for electrical safety 
and electromagnetic compatibility. 

How to clean the device

The device should be cleaned with a damp cloth.

Instructions for disposing of electronic equipment:

The electronic waste must be treated according to local regulations. Nuance Hearing Ltd. recommends 
recycling the device at the regional disposal of electronic equipment. Local laws must be followed.
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We’re here to help

Scan the QR code for online support
support@nuancehear.com
www.nuancehear.com


